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Abstract
Since the pioneer work of Bridgman it is known that the electrical resistance R and the volume V of most crystallizable
materials (CM) at low pressure (P<P*) vary similarly with the pressure in great domains of temperature (T > T*0). In these
CM V and R vary linearly with T without discontinuity at the Debye temperature. It has been shown that the Modified Van
der Waals Equation of State (m-VW EOS), V-V*=(V0-V*)P*/(P+P*) dependent on the characteristic parameters P* and V*
and on the initial volume V0(T) at P=0 explains the V-T-P properties of simple elements and compounds (Eur. Phys. J. B
92 (22), 31, 2019). In “normal” CM (dR/dP<0), assuming the R ~ V conjecture, it is shown that the resistivity and volume
follows the same R(T,P) and V(T,P) EOS and explains the observed properties : a) The Fan Structure of the Tangents (FST)
to the isotherm curves R(P) and V(P) with the convergence points at R*, P* and V*, P*. b) The FST to the isobar curves
R(T) and V(T) with the convergence points at R*, T* and V*, T*. c) The superposition principle of the isotherms V(P) and
R(P); the thermal pressures (dP/dT)V and (dP/dT)R at constant volume and resistivity are independent on the state (liquid
or crystalline) of the element. These thermal pressures are of the same order and same sign as the slope dP/dTtr (or dP/
dTm) of the crystalline transition curve (or melting curve) appearing in the T-P domain of measurements. d) The volume
and resistivity jumps ∆Vm and ∆Rm at the melting temperature vary linearly with P and extrapolate to 0 at P*, the ratio of
the thermal components of volume and resistivity VmL/ Vms and RmL/ Rms is of the same order. In “abnormal” CM (dR/
dP>0) the conjecture V ~ R is not observed but the superposition principle of the curves R(T,P) is still observed in a well-defined T and P domain. In both types of CM the relation (dP/dT)V = (dP/dT)R = dP/dTtr deduced from the Bridgman and
Slater conjectures is verified. The resistivity and volume properties of alkali (Na, K, Cs), metals (Hg, Pb, Fe, Sn, Sr), black
Phosphorus, Bismuth, metallic glasses and hydrogen studied by Bridgman and others authors are re-analyzed according to
this R ~ V conjecture in the framework of the m-VW EOS.
Keywords: Equation of State of Materials, Relation between Volume and Resistivty, Crystalline Transition, Melting Transition
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Introduction
About a century ago, Bridgman was the first author who studied in detail the Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) properties of
solids and their electrical resistivity ρ (or resistance R). In his reviews [1] [2] and book [3] published later, about 70 years ago, this
author classified the metallic elements in two categories: “normal” (dR/dP<0) and “abnormal” (dR/dP>0) materials depending on
the pressure dependence of the resistivity (resistance R at low pressure). The author concluded that the resistivity (or resistance)
and the specific volume of most solid and liquid metals called “normal” vary very similarly with temperature and pressure. Since
that time the PVT Equation Of State (EOS) of materials (insulators, metals, organics, polymers) have been extensively studied, see
the book of Poirier [4] and the review of Stacey [5] . Since the pioneer works of Bridgman the resistivity of metals has been also
studied in detail by many others authors, one finds in the reviews of Dugdale et al [6] Lacam et al [7] Meaden [8] Hall [9] and
Matula [10] references concerning the various metals. In all these studies the temperature dependence of the resistivity ρ (or R the
resistance) is given but the properties of the resistivity and specific volume as function of P and T have never been not compared.
In the various textbooks [11,12,13] the phonon contribution to the electrical resistivity depends on the temperature ratio T/Θ, Θ
Debye temperature ; according to the theoretical model of Debye Grüneisen and Mott two different domains should be observed
: ρ(T) ∼ T for T >Θ and ρ(T) ∼ T5 for T <Θ. In all the experimental works it is found in fact that the linear dependence ρ(T) is
observed in all the metals at high temperature (above and below the melting temperature) down to a temperature T*0 much lower
than Θ (T*0 / Θ = 0.15), see Figure 15 Chap. 7 of ref [12], the physical interpretation of this temperature about 20 to 40 K and the
origin of the residual resistance at T=0 in metallic materials is not discussed in this paper. In Figure 1 one gives as examples the
relative resistivity or resistance R(T)/R0 = ρ(T) / ρ0 = R(T) / R0 of Pb Ni Au Co and Fe above T*0 (V and ρ0: values at 273 K and

Figure 1: Relative resistivity of various metals between 0 and 273 K at ambient pressure Pb Ni (a) , Au Co (b)
and Fe (c,d) at ambient pressure and at 25 GPa. See references in text. R0 is the resistivity at 273 K and P=0.
The heavy lines are linear regressions for T > T0*, the Debye temperatures Θ of these metals are indicated
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Figure 2: Relative resistivity R/R0 of metals Fe Pb (a,b, solid) and alkali Na K (c, d) solid and liquid (filled triangle) versus pressure
at different temperatures, data from Bridgman (Table XIV of ref. [3]). R0 is the resistivity at 0°C and P=0. The linear curves R(P)
of the FST-Is at low pressure converge at P*(R) about the characteristic pressure P*(V) deduced from the mVW-EOS relation. e)
Relation between the two characteristic pressure P*(R) and P*(V) deduced from the FST-Is and from the m-VW EOS, see Table 2
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P=0), the data coming from different authors can be found in the reviews of Meaden and Hall. These authors found also the same
similar linear relations in Al Cu and Mo above and below the Debye temperature. In Figure 2 one gives the pressure variations of
the relative resistance R(P) / R0 of Na K Pb and Fe; data are found in Table XIV of the Bridgman book [3], same linear variation
R(P) for any constant temperature are observed in all metals (solid or melt). Here again one notes that in most conductor materials
(having the “normal” behavior) R and V vary linearly with T at constant P without discontinuity at and vary linearly with P at
constant T, at low pressure. These very similar variations of V(T,P) and R(T,P), in the same T and P domains, first observed by
Bridgman in “normal” metals, suggest that these two parameters verify the same equation of state.
The aim of this paper is to show that the electrical resistivity of most crystalline and molten pure materials (called “normal” by
Bridgman) verifies the modified Van Der Waals equation of state (m-VW EOS) (see ref. [14,15,16,17] if one assumes that V / V0
and R / R0 present similar variations with T and P (V0 and R0 being reference values (at T=0°C and P=0 for example). Data above T*0
of various simple elements (metals and alkali) and alloys in liquid glassy and crystalline states, are re-analyzed. This V~R conjecture is verified at low pressure, whatever is the state (solid or liquid) of the Crystallizable Material (CM) and Glassy Material (GM),
whatever is the form of the sample (poly-crystalline or mono-crystal). This conjecture does not apply to “abnormal” elements but
the superposition principle is still observed; examples of Phosphorus and Bismuth are given.

The m-VW EOS and the V~R conjecture
The modified Van der Waals EOS and its resistance equivalent write:

V − V * = (V0 − V *)

P*
;
( P + P*)

P*
R − R = ( R0 − R*)
;
( P + P*)
*

X − X * ≈ ( X 0 − X *) (1 −

P
)=
; X V or R ; P < P *
P*

(m-VW EOS)

(1a)

(V~R conjecture)

(1b)

(1c)

At low pressure the reference values V0 and R0 at P=0 vary linearly with T in the liquid and solid states (above T*0 ∼ 20 K) One
defines the temperature coefficients of the relative volume and resistivity at constant P: α(V) = (1/Vref ) (dV/dT) and α(R) = (1/Rref )
(dR/dT). In the works of Bridgman Vref and Rref are the reference values at 0°C and P=0. In Table 1a these coefficients of alkali and
transition metals are compared, α(R) values are deduced from Table XIV of ref. [3] and the α(V) values (thermal expansion) can be
found in ref. [12]. The ratio α(R) / α(V) independent on T is about 20 in alkali and 50 to 180 in transition metals. The similar linear
variations of V and R with T above and below the melting temperature suggest that this ratio is constant. The relation:
[α(R) / α(V)sol = [α(R) / α(V) ]liq

			

(1d)

will be verified for Na. Relation 1b is called the V~R conjecture. The m-VW EOS depending on two parameters, P* and V*, fits with
a great accuracy the P-V-T data of polymers and organic compounds in the molten and glassy states [14]. The fit parameters are the
same for the three different states (solid amorphous and liquid) and the physical interpretation has been given. The initial values V0
and R0 at P=0, are higher than the plateau values V* and R* (P—> ∞) and the relative variations of volume and resistivity with P and
T are very similar (rel.1c). The relation between this m-VW EOS determining the thermodynamic properties and the Vogel-Fulcher -Tamann (VFT) relation which rules the rheology of the liquid state have been given in reference [15] and [18]. The relation
between the mVW-EOS and the kinetic properties of solid polymers (plastic flow, yield, compensation law) have been discussed in
reference [16]. In the following one will compare the R(T,P) and V(T,P) properties of solid and molten metals deduced from rel.1.
The V(T, P) properties of CM, solid and liquid (metals and minerals) have been analyzed in reference [17] and are recalled here.
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α(R) (10 K )
α(V) (10-6 K-1)
α(R) / α(V)
P* (GPa)*
-3

-1

Na
5
210
24
2.9

K
5.4
249
21.6
2.5

Cs
4.8
291
16
1.3

Fe
6.2
35
177
68

Ni
6.3
37.5
168

Pb
4.2
86
49
18

Ag
4
38
105
38

Cu
4,3
67
64
40

Au
3.9
41.7
94
50

Al
4.6
47.2
99.5
35

Pd
3.1
34
91

Table 1a: Thermal expansion and resistivity coefficients, α(V) and α(R), of alkali and transition
metals in the solid state near room temperature at P=0. Data at room temperature from Kittel (αV)
and from Bridgman (αR). P* characteristic pressure deduced from the m-VW EOS

a) T variations of R and V: It known that at high temperature above Tm V and R vary linearly with T at constant pressure. In the
solid and liquid states Kaptay, table 3 of ref. [19], have shown that VS and VL of metals verify relation 2a. From the works of Matula
one will shown that the resistivities of Au follow a similar relation 2b:

VS =
VS 0 + mSV T n ; VL =
VL 0 + mLV T ; VS 0 =
VL 0 =
V*
(2a )
RS =
RS 0 + mSR T n ;

(2a)

RL =
RR 0 + mLR T ; RR 0 =
RL 0 =
R*
(2(2b)
b)

mXY are constants. For most solid metals the exponent n deduced from the volume VS(T) at ambient pressure is between 1.3 and 1.5
In solid gold one will verify the same scaling laws V ∼ R ∼ Tn . The important point to note is that the extrapolated volumes VS0 and
VL0 (and resistivity RS0 and RL0) are of the same order. In the following it is shown that the extrapolated volumes of gold are pressure
independent and equal to the characteristic volume V* of the EOS (rel.1)
Tm (K)
VS0
VL0
vL/vS
rL/rS

Ag
1235
10.14
10.14
1.9
1.9

Al
933.5
9.87
9.76
1.8
1.64

Au
1337
10.11
10.15
1.72
2.28

Cu
1358
7.04
6.97
1.74
2.07

Ir
2719
8.48
8.49
2

Ni
1728
6.54
6.71
1.8
(2.34)

Pb
600.6
17.87
17.93
1.6
2.07

Pd
1828
8.8
8.74
1.7
1.74

Pt
2042
9.04
9.09
1.74
2.4

Rh
8.25
8.17
2
1.9

Table 1b: Molar volume of liquid and crystalline (fcc) metals deduced from the scaling laws given by Katpay;
Vs ~ Tn below Tm and VL ~ T above Tm. vL/vS is the ratio of the thermal components of the volumes (liquid
and solid) at Tm, data from table 3 ref. (19) rL / rS , data from Mott ref. (11) and Arblaster [20].

FST-Ib: Fan Structure of the Tangent to the Isobars V(T) and R(T)
The FST to the isobars V(T) of polymers and organic materials, in the glassy crystalline and molten states have been discussed in
references [14] and [15]. Whatever is the state, solid or liquid, the volume vary linearly with T in a great domain of temperature. In
the molten state the FST-Ib of linear polymers and glycerol converge to a point TCP and VCP, in these compounds the characteristic
temperature TCP is of the order of the Vogel temperature (where the viscosity and characteristic time of the cooperative motions
diverge, see ref. [15]. In crystalline minerals the FST is also observed but the characteristic temperature TCP of the convergent point
is negative and up to now has not obviously physical interpretation; examples given in ref. [17]: NaCl (- 4000 K) MgO (-4000 K)
and Li (- 1300 K). Hereafter one will compare the isobars V(T) and R(T) of Na, Hg, Pb, Fe, black P.

FST-Is: Fan Structure of the Tangent to the Isotherms V(P) and R(P)
As predicted by rel.1a, in any material the tangents to the isotherms V(P) present a FST; the tangents at P=0 converge to the point
P* V*; the P* and V* values so obtained :

B0
V * B0' − 1
1 '
=
v* =
;
=
P
*
; =
γ*
( B0 + 1)
'
V0 B0 + 1
γ*
2
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(B and B’ bulk modulus and its P-derivative) are in total agreement with the values obtained directly by the fit of the experimental
data with the m-VW EOS. γ* is the Slater anharmonicity parameter [17,21]. The FST-Is method is the most accurate method for
determining these two parameters V* and P* when at least two experimental isotherms V(P) curves are known, even in a small
range of pressure, example given hereafter: Fe. Examples of FST to the V(P) isotherms of polymers and CM are given in references
[14] and [17] . Same linear variations R(P) are deduced from rel.1b at low pressure, P<P* , at higher pressure the plateau values
v*=V*/V0 and r*=R*/R0 are generally observed. The FST to the R(P) isotherms of crystalline metals are deduced from Table XIV
of the Bridgman book, four examples of fan structures (FST-Is) are given in Figure 1d and 2. The characteristic parameters R* and
P* are given in the figures. It is important to note that for K and Na this convergent point (R*, P*) does not depend on the state,
crystalline or molten, of the element. The P*(R) values deduced from the convergence point of the FST to the R(P) curves are given
in Table 2a and compared to the P*(V) values deduced from the m-VW EOS (rel.1a and rel.2). For Hg and alkali metals (Na, K,)
the values in bracket are deduced from the m-VW EOS fit, see Table 2 of ref. [17]. For metals the P*(V) values are deduced from
rel.2, the B0 and B’0 values (at P=0 and at ambient temperature) are given in the reviews of [22,23,24] .
Transition metals have P* pressures one to two orders of magnitude higher than alkali metals. In glass and crystallized materials
the relation between the bulk modulus bond energy and characteristic pressure P*(V) has been given, see ref. [14] and [17]. From
table 2a one concludes that the pressures P*(V) and P*(R) deduced from the volume V(T,P) and resistivity R(T,P) curves are of
the same order. In Figure 2c one shows that the characteristic pressure deduced from the resistivity measurements of Bridgman
can be put on the linear form P*(R) = 1.06 P*(V) with a correlation factor Rc=0.934. The accuracy of the resistivity is not given by
this author. In ref. [17] the estimated accuracy on P*(V) is about 15% and depends on the type of EOS used by the different authors
(polynome, Murnhagam, Birch EOS) for calculating the bulk modulus and its pressure derivative.
In Table 2b one gives the characteristic parameters v*=V/V0 and r*=R/R0 (reference values V0 and R0 at ambient condition) deduced
from the FST–Is and from the m-VW EOS (rel.2), data and references are given in ref. [17], [23]. As noted by various authors the B’
value of these elements is between 3 and 5 then from rel. 3 v* is of the order of 0.6 One verifies that the two evaluation methods give
similar v* values. It will be shown that the relative resistivity r* of the “normal” elements analyzed hereafter is of the order of v*/10.
Na

K

Hg

In

Pb

Sn

Mg

Al

Ag

Au

Cu

Fe

T1 °C
T2 °C

0
80

0
30

50
100

30
75

0
100

0
95

0
100

0
100

0
100

0
100

0
100

0
100

P*(R)

1.4

2.8

1.4

6.5

7.2

12

25

26

25

33.4

55

60

P*(V)

(2.9)

(3.8)

(5.2)

12.7

13.7

18

14

35.5

22

34

40

68

Table 2a: Comparison of the characteristic pressures P* (GPa) of various metals. P*(R) is deduced
from the FST-Is of the resistivity R(P) curves at P=0 and 4 kbar at T1 and T2 , data from Bridgman,
Table XIV of ref. [3]. P*(V) is deduced from the m-VW EOS, rel.1a and from rel.3 in brackets

Sn// ⊥

Zn // ⊥

0.75

0.74

0.65

0.05

0.1 0

0.5 0

Na

K

Fe

Pb

v* FST

0.6

0.32

0.45

0.5

v* rel.2

0.65

0.62

0.77

r*

0.03

0.05

0.05

Hg

H2

0.8

0.6
0.75

0.4

0.07-0

Table 2b: Relative resistivity r*= R*/R0 and volume v*= V*/V0 of elements deduced from the
FST-Is and from the EOS (rel.1), V0 and R0 values at ambient temperature and pressure. For
Sn and Zn monocrystals the r* values in parallel and perpendicular direction to the c axis are
given. For hydrogen V0 and R0 are the volume at 90 K at 300 K (v*) and at 20 K (r*). See text
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In conclusion from the FST to the resistivity isotherms R(P) at low pressure (P<P*) and then by extrapolation up to P* one
will verify the V~R conjecture (rel.1b) suggested by Bridgman. As reported by various authors, see ref. [7], at high pressure this
conjecture is no longer observed; the metallic elements become “abnormal”, V and R vary inversely (P>>P*: dV/dP<0 and dR/
dP>0).

The T-P superposition principle, the α/κ rule
Any isotherm V(P) of a material at temperature at T+∆T can be superposed with the isotherm at T by a translation ∆P along the
P axis. We have shown that this property, the T-P superposition principle, is verified in amorphous materials [14] and in various
crystalline compounds [17]. Sanchez et al [25] were the first authors to point out that the “compression response of polymers
and organic liquids satisfies a strong temperature-pressure superposition principle”. This translation ∆P deduced from rel.1 is
independent on P at low pressure:

∆P= ( P * + P)

V0 (T ) − V0 (T + ∆T )
∆V0
≈ P*
; P < P*
V −V *
V0 − V *

(4a)

the ratio ∆P/∆T at constant V can be considered T independent as first approximation; the thermal expansion coefficient α is T
independent and V* < V. The mVW-EOS and the R ~ V conjecture, rel.1, lead to the thermal pressures (dP/dT)V and (dP/dT)R at
constant V and constant R :

( dP

dT )V

V0'
=
( P * +P) ;
V0 − V *

( dP

dT ) R

R0'
=
( P * +P)
R0 − R *

=
(V ) / κ (V ) ;
( dP dT )V α=
( dP dT ) R α ( R ) / κ ( R )

(4b)

(4c)

The index (V) and (R) refer to the curves V(T,P) and R(T,P). Rel.4c is deduced from the thermodynamic relation (dP/dT)V =
-(dV/dT)P / (dV/dP)T = α/κ which gives the ratio between the thermal expansion and compressibility coefficients. From the V ~
R conjecture, rel.1b, one concludes that the same relation applies for (dP/dT)R. α(X) and κ(X) (measured at constant P and T) are
the temperature and pressure derivations of the relative volume V/Vref and resistivity R/Rref (Vref and Rref : values at a reference
temperature). In references [14] and [17] it has been shown that the thermal pressure deduced from the V(P,T) curves:

=
α B (α
=
/ κ ) a (α / κ )b

(4d)

is constant in the different phases a and b of a same material, at melting and at a crystal-crystal transition. This relation between
bulk modulus B=1/κ and thermal expansion coefficient α was suggested by Slater [21], noting that the change of entropy dS with
volume dV in going from one phase to another is of the same order as the change of volume dV of a single phase. The relation
between the thermal pressure and the slope of the transition temperature curve Ttr(P) (or Tm(P)) is:

dP
 dS 
 dP 
=
=
α B =
k
; (α=
B)
(α B)
tr dT
liq
sol
 dV T  dT V
tr

(4e)

ktr (or kTm) is a constant. In halides (NaCl, AgBr…) kTm ∼ 1 and in alkali and metals kTm ∼ 2-8 (see Table XVI-2 of ref. [21]. This
relation (called the Slatter conjecture) indicates that the sign of dP/dT at constant volume is positive for most materials and
negative for material which present a transition temperature decreasing with the pressure. Then the R∼V conjecture and the
superposition principle leads to the relation between the thermal pressures at constant V and R:
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dP
 dP 
 dP 
=
≈
;
 dT 
 dT 
dT
R
V
tr


dP 
or
≈


dTm 


(Slatter conjecture)

(4f)

Hereafter one will show that relations 4 are verified. Examples given hereafter: “normal” elements Na K Hg and “abnormal”
elements P Bi Sr.

Volume and resistivity jumps at the melting and crystalline transitions Tm and Ttr
In Table 2 and 3 of ref. [17] we have shown that the characteristic pressures PTm=Tm0(dP/dTm) and PLm=(∆Hm/∆Vm) of the alkali
and metals are of the same order as the characteristic pressure P* deduced from the m-VW EOS. Same pressures PTr are defined
for any crystalline transition at Ttr. The temperatures of melting (or crystalline transition) of elements vary linearly with P at low
pressure (P<P*) then from the experimental linear relation Tm(P) (or Ttr(P) and from the Clapeyron relation,

Tm = Tm 0 +

dTm
dP
∆Hm
P ; PTm =
Tm 0
; PLm =
; PTm =
PLm =
P*
∆Vm
dP
dTm

(5a)

∆Hm is the melting enthalpy. Same relation is obtained for any crystalline transition at Ttr. One concludes that Tm (or Ttr)
extrapolates to 0 K at the pressure PTm= - P*. This will be verified for the α → β transition of crystalline Hg. The melt and crystalline
states of a CM verify the same m-VW EOS, rel.1a, same P* and V* values but different initial volumes Vom and Vos. The volume
jump ∆Vm at Tm is:

 P* 
∆Vm = ∆Voms 
 ≈ ∆Voms (1 − P / P*) ; P < P *
 P + P*

(5b)

∆Voms = Vom – Vos is the volume jump at Tm(P =0), similar relation is obviously obtained for CM presenting a volume jump ∆Vtr
at a crystalline transition at Ttr. Grilly et al and Swenson have measured the P dependence of the volume and its jump ∆V at the
melting transition of crystalline N2 [26] and of the α−β transition of Hg [27], their data verify the m-VW EOS (rel.1a and 5b). At
low pressure (P<P*) the volume jump ∆Vm(P), or ∆Vtr(P), extrapolates to zero at P* in total agreement with the P* value deduced
from the m-VW EOS. For “normal” elements from the R ~ V conjecture one deduces the linear variation of the resistivity jump
∆Rm(P) at melting:

 P* 
∆Rm = ∆R0 m 
 ≈ ∆R0 m (1 − P / P*) ; P < P *
 P + P*

(5c)

Bridgman [2] reported such variations of the jumps ∆Vm(P) and ∆Rm(P) for different materials. Hereafter one shows that at
melting the volume and resistance jumps follow relations 5 and extrapolate to zero for the same characteristic pressure P*, equal to
the P* value deduced from the EOS rel.1. Examples given hereafter: Na K and Hg.
Bridgman [1-3] concluded that at the melting transition ∆Vm and ∆Rm vary in the same direction; positive if the metal expands
(most materials) and negative if the metal contract (Ba, Bi, etc) on melting. The expansion and contraction are related to the slope
of the melting curve Tm(P) given by the Clapeyron relation dTm/dP = Tm0 ∆Vm/∆Hm materials near the glass and melting
transition depend also on the sign of the volume jump at the transition.

The Compensation Law
This empirical law is often called the Keyes or Nachtrieb relation [28,29]. The relation between volume and enthalpy activations,
∆Va ∆Ha, of the kinetic processes in glass and crystalline materials (auto-diffusion, aging, plastic deformation) near the melting
transition or the glassy temperature verify this law, see ref. [15,6,17] and [30,31]. The compensation relation of CM writes:
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∆H a / ∆Va =
∆H m / ∆Vm

,

Pa =
PTm =
P*

(5d)

The characteristic pressures Pa=∆Ha/∆Va and PTm=∆Hm/∆Vm are equal to the characteristic pressure P* deduced from the EOS,
rel.1a. In CM it has been verified that the auto-diffusion process has positive or negative volume activations in metals which
expand or contract on melting, see ref. [29].
In alkali and transition metals it has been shown [17] that all the characteristic pressures, PB, PG, Pσy, PTm, deduced from the linear
variations of the bulk and shear modulus (B and G) the yield stress (σy) and from the melting temperature (Tm) are of the order
of P*:

P ≈ P ≈ P ≈ P*
σy

B

G

;

P ≈ P*
Tm

(5e)

One concludes that the compensation relation and the above universal relation between the various characteristic pressures have
the same origin.
Hereafter one will re-analyze the T and P variations of resistivity of Bismuth and black phosphorus, which are “abnormal” (dR/
dP<0) according to the Bridgman classification and which present a melting curve Tm(P) with a negative slope dTm/dP < 0.

Ageing of metallic glass
Metallic glasses are obtained by melt spinning generally at room temperature and then by annealing at a temperature below
the glass temperature Tg. Phase separation and crystallization can occur during the process. In atactic polymers (and organic
compounds) these last effects do not occur or are much slower. For these reasons the aging properties of these last materials have
been studied in great detail [30]. During annealing below Tg (aging) the change of volume and enthalpy (∆Vag, ∆Hag) and modulus,
compliance, yield stress, etc.. vary linearly with the logarithm of the aging time t :

∆Vag =kV log t / τ i ; kV =C2 ∆α / C1
∆H a g =k H log t / τ i ; k H =C2 ∆CP / C1

(6a)

between the incubation time τi and final time τf , relaxation times of the liquid having the initial volume V0 and final volume V of
solid at the annealing temperature. ∆α and ∆Cp are the thermal expansion and calorific capacity jumps at the transition. This aging
law is explained in the framework of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamann (VFT) law [18,30]. C1 and C2 are the constants of the Williams
Landel Ferry (WLF) relation giving the relaxation time τ (or viscosity) of the liquid above Tg; log τ / τ g = - C1(T-Tg) / (T-Tg+C2).
It has been shown that the pressure Pag = ∆Hag/∆Vag , deduced from the changes of enthalpy and volume during aging, is the
characteristic pressure P* deduced from the m-VW EOS [16]. The compliance J permittivity ε yield stress σy vary also in a similar
manner, then again one postulates that the change of volume and resistivity with the aging time in “non supraconductors” materials
vary with the aging time as:

∆
=
Vag kV log t ; ∆
=
Ra g k R log t ;

(6b)

Hereafter one will show that the time derivative of the relative volume and resistivity at constant P are of the same order:

d ∆V / V0 d ∆R / R0
=
d ln t
d ln t

(6c)

Example given hereafter: an Iron based alloy: Fe40 Ni40 B20
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Data Analysis of the Metallic Materials
In the domain of low pressure, P<1.2 GPa, most of metallic elements are “normal” (dR/dP<0), but at higher pressures, P>>2 GPa,
these CM are “abnormal” (dR/dP>0). This complex behavior first observed by Bridgman has been reviewed then by Dugdal et al
[6] and Lacam et al [7]. This behavior would be due to electronic rearrangements. Hereafter one re-analyzes in the domain of low
pressure 8 “normal” metallic elements: 2 alkali, 5 metals, an alloy and two”abnormal” metals. Most of these materials are in the
polycrystalline forms, only 4 elements are in the single crystal form (Sn, Zn, Bi, Sr).

Sodium
Makarenko et al [32]have studied in detail the T-P variations of the volume of solid and liquid Na at 7 temperatures up to 1.2
GPa. In Figure 3a one reports the isotherms V(P) of these authors at three temperatures, the data come from Table 1 of their
paper. At 493.15K and 433.15 K Na is liquid and at 373.15 K solid. In Figure 3b the relative resistivity measured by Bridgman at
4 temperatures is given, R(P) data are deduced from Figure 68 of ref. [3]. In both Figure 4 the plain lines are the fit with the EOS,
rel.1, the P* values are indicated. In Figures 4a,b one compares the linear variations of the volume and relative resistance with T
at P=0 of solid and liquid Na. In Figure 4c the relative resistivity at various pressures is reported, data come from Table XIV of
the Bridgman book. One verifies that the resistivity curve of solid Na follow the same linear variation with T above and below
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Figure 3: a,b) Volume and relative resistivity of Na (solid and liquid) as function of T and P. Data from Makarenko et al [32] and
Bridgman [3]. Heavy lines are the m-VW EOS Fit. FST-Is; dashed lines are the tangents to the V(P) and R(P) isotherms at P=0
c) Volume and resistance jumps at the melting as function of pressure, data deduced from ref. [3] and [32]at low pressure P<P*.
Dashed lines, linear regression for P<1 GPa. The characteristic pressure P* deduced from the mVW EOS fit, from the FST to
the V(P) and R(P) curves of solid and liquid Na, from the jumps ∆Vm and ∆Rm are of the same order, see text

the Debye temperature (θ = 63 °C). Also it is important to remark that the linear curves Vs(T) and Vl(T) of the solid and liquid
states converge at T*(V) =250 K (Figure 4a). Similarly the curves Rs(T) and Rl(T) converge at T*(R) = 200 K (Figure b). From the
convergent point of the Fan Structure of the of isobars R(T) (Figure c) a similar characteristic temperature is found, T*~ 170 K.
These properties, similar linear variations V(T) and R(T) and similar extrapolated temperatures T*(V) and T*(R) of solid and
liquid Na are clear indications that the conjecture V ∼ R at P=0 is verified.
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(°C)
Figure 4: a) and b) relative volume and resistivity of Sodium at P=0 versus T (°C) temperature,
V0 and R0 values at 0°C and P=0. Data from Makarenko et al [32] and Bridgman ). c) Relative
resitivity of solid and liquid Na versus temperature at 4 pressures, plain (solid Na) and dashed
(liquid Na) lines are linear regressions). Data from table XIV of ref. [3]

FST-Is
The tangents to the isotherm curves V(P) and R(P) at P=0 present the fan structure, in both cases the convergent point is the same
for the solid and liquid state. The characteristic pressure P*(V) and P*(R) at the convergent points of the FST-Is are P*(V) =2.1 ±
0.2 GPa and P*(R) =1 GPa. These values are not far from the values determined directly from the fit of the P-V-T data with the
m-VW EOS: P* = 2.9 GPa (see ref. [17]).
In conclusion from the FST to the V(P) and R(P) isotherms of the solid and liquid states one deduces very similar values of
the characteristic pressure P*, 2 and 1 GPa, not far from the value, 2.9 GPa, determined directly from the m-VW EOS fit. The
characteristic parameters V0/V* and R0/R* are also somewhat different, respectively 1.6 and 2.8.

Superposition principle and Thermal pressure
One verifies that the isotherms V(P) and R(P) of Makarenko et al and Bridgman can be superposed by simple translation ∆P, the
thermal pressures of the solid state are : (dP/dT)V = 6.5 MPaK-1, (dP/dT)R = 4.3 MPaK-1. These values are of the same order as the
slope dP/dTm = 12 MPaK-1 of the melting curve P(Tm), the Slater conjecture is verified with ktr = 1.8 to 2.8 . From the work of
Anderson et al [33]we concluded in reference [17] that between 150 and 450 K the superposition principle was also observed, the
thermal pressure at constant V has the same value in the solid and liquid state, but its value (dP/dT)V = 1.3 MPaK-1 is different from
the Makarenko et al value (factor 5).
c ∆Vm and ∆Rm jumps. In Figure 3c it is shown that the volume and relative resistance jumps at the melting can be approximated
below P* by linear functions of P (rel.4c), data from [3] and [32]. The important point to note is that ∆Vm and ∆Rm extrapolate to
zero at the same characteristic pressure P* = 1.7 to 1.9 GPa as expected from the R ~ V conjecture (rel.4) and in good agreement
with the P* values deduced from the FST-Is.
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Potassium and Cesium
Potassium
The relative resistivity data of Bridgman, Figure 5 of reference [1], are reported in Figure 5. The fit of the V-T-P data (plain lines)
with the m-VW EOS given in reference 17] leads to the characteristic parameters: P* = 1.7 GPa , V*/V0=0.32. The fit of the R-T-P
data (plain lines) with the m-VW EOS leads to P* = 0.4 GPa , R*/R0= 0.04 (R0 value at 0°C and P=0). The FST-Is is observed, the
convergent point (P* ~ 0.6 GPa, R*/R0 ~ 0.01) is the same for solid (25 and 60 °C) and liquid (95, 130, 165 °C). Na and K present a
similar behavior (Figure 3 and Figure 5). In the inset of the Figure 5 one has reported the resistivity jump ∆Rm/R0 at the melting
transition as function of the pressure (data from Bridgman), R0 is the reference at 0 °C and P=0. As for Na the R ~ V conjecture
is verified, the tangents to the ∆Rm/R0 curve cross the P axis at P* ~ 1.2 GPa not far the value of P* determined by the others
methods.

Figure 5: Relative resistivity of Potassium at different temperatures as function of pressure, data from Bridgman
[1]. Solid state at 25 and 60 °C, liquid state at 95, 130, 165 °C. R0 is the resistance at 0 °C and P=0. Vertical
bars indicate the resistivity jumps at the melting temperature. Plain lines are the mVW-EOS fit with the same
characteristic pressure P*= 0.4 GPa and R*/R0=0.04. The tangents at P=0 to the EOS curves (dashed lines) form
a Fan Structure (FST-Is) with the same characteristic pressure P* = 0.6 GPa. Insert: Resistivity jump ∆Rm/R0
versus pressure at the melting transition deduced from the isotherms at 95, 130, 165 °C

Cesium
The pressure dependence of the resistivity at various temperatures has been reported by Jayaraman et al [34]. Cs present 4 crystalline
phases (I to IV). In the domain 30 < P (GPa) < 42.5 the melting curve, II→liquid, has a negative slope (dTm/dP)II = -13 K/kbar
and in the domain 42.7< P (GPa) < 55 the melting curve, IV→liquid, has a positive slope (dTm/dP)IV = 11.2 K/kbar. At 120°C the
melting of phase II occurs at P=40 kbar and re-crystallization to phase IV at 45 kbar. The corresponding changes of volume in
cc/mole are (∆Vm)II = -1.99 and (∆Vm)IV = 1.72, and the change of relative resistivity: (∆Rm/R0)II = -10 and (∆Rm/R0)IV = 9, see
Fig.3 and Table 2 of their reference. The relation between the ratios ∆Rm/R0 and ∆Vm/V0 at melting of each crystalline phase and
dTm/dP is then:
			

(∆Rm/R0)II / (∆Rm/R0)IV = (∆Vm)II / (∆Vm)IV = (dTm/dP)II / (dTm/dP)IV = -1
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the constant ratio, -1, confirms that the resistivity and volume changes at the transition are proportional whatever is the nature of
the crystalline phase. As noted by Bridgman ∆Rm and dTm/dP have same sign. The temperature coefficients of the relative volume
and resistivity α(V) = (1/Vref) (dV/dT) and α(R) = (1/Rref) (dR/dT) are compared in Table I. The reference volume of Cs at 270 K is
70 cm3/mole [33]. The ratios α(R) / α(V) of alkali metals are of the same order 16 to 24

Mercury
In Figure 6a one reports the relative resistance of liquid Hg at 5 temperatures between 0 and 100 °C as function of pressure, data
from Bridgman, Table IX of ref. [1].
Heavy lines are the fit of the data with the m-VW EOS (R ~ V conjecture, rel.1b). The characteristic parameters are the same for
all isotherms: P*=1.6 GPa, R*/R0=0.4 to 0.5. In the figure one verifies that all the curves can be superposed by simple translation
∆P as indicated by the double arrows. One compares in table 3 the characteristic parameters P*(V) and P*(R) and the thermal
pressures (dP/dT)V and (dP/dT)R at constant V and R deduced from the V(T,P) and R(T,P) curves (columns V and R). The (V) data
have been deduced from the works of several authors, see ref. [17] and [27], recent work of Ayrinhac et al [35] by acoustic velocity
measurements between 293 to 513 K are given in bracket. The (R) data are deduced from figure 6a.
P*(X) (GPa)
EOS

(dP/dT)X (MPaK-1)
FST-Is

x = V or R

V
liq

R
liq

V
liq

R
liq

5.2

1.6

4 (3) 1

α
4

V
β

liq
5.3

R
liq
3.8 (4.2) 2.6

Table 3: Characteristic pressure P*(V) and P*(R) of mercury in the liquid state and in the
α and β crystalline states deduced from the EOS rel.1a,b and from the convergence point
of the FST to the V(P) and R(P) isotherms. Thermal pressures (dP/dT)X at low pressure
determined at constant volume (V) and constant resistance (R). See references in text
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Figure 6: a) Relative resistance of mercury at constant temperature, from 0 to 100°C per step 25 °C. Data from Table IX of
ref. [1]. Heavy lines are the m-VW EOS fit, rel.1b, the characteristic parameters P* and r*=R*/R0 are indicated. The tangents
to the isotherms at P=0 (dashed lines) form a Fan Structure (FST-Is); the convergent point is P*, r*=R*/R0, see text. Double
arrows are the constant translation ∆P to superpose the two isotherms at 0 and 100 °C. Insert: isobars at pressures from 0 to
0.8 GPa , per step 0.2 GPa.
b) Temperature Ttr and volume jump ∆Vtr (cm3/mol) at the crystalline transition β → α of mercury, data from Swenson [27].
The characteristic pressures P* deduced from the Clapeyron relation and from the m-VW EOS, rel.1a and 4a, are indicated

From the above Table one concludes that:
a) from the experimental isotherms V(P) and R(P) the P* values determined by the different methods (EOS fit, FTS-Is) are of the
same order: P*(V) = 4 to 5,2 GPa and P*(R) = 1 to 1,6 GPa. This small difference is very probably due to the accuracy of the data
to the different approximations used and to different calibration of the pressure.
b) The thermal pressure (dP/dT)V of the α and β solid phases and liquid phase are respectively 4, 5.3 and 3.8 MPa K-1, see ref. [17].
The thermal pressure (dP/dT)R = 2.6 MPa K-1 of the liquid is about equal to (dP/dT)V = 3.8 MPa K-1. The R ~ V conjecture, rel. 4f,
is then verified.
c) The transition temperature Ttr (α → β) occurs between 90 to 200 K for P<1 GPa. The slope of the transition curve is dP/dTtr =
4.5 MPaK-1, this value deduced from the V(P,T) data of Swenson [27] is about the thermal pressure (dP/dT)V =3.8, 4, 5.3 MPaK-1
of the liquid α and β phases (see Figure 9 of ref. [17]). The Slater conjecture is then verified.
In the inset of the Figure 6a the isobars R(T) at 5 pressures are drawn, from 0 to 0.8 GPa step 0.2 GPa (data from Bridgman). As
P<P* linear variation is observed and these FST-Ib (straight lines) converge to the point T*~ -500 °C , R*/R0~0.55. In figure 9a
of ref. [17], we have reported the FST of the isobars V(T) of Kuchhal et al [36]. The convergent point is T* ~ -500 °C , V*/V0 ~
0.9. There is a very good agreement in the negative values of T* deduced from the V and R data of the different authors also one
concludes that the ratios V*/V0 and R*/R0 are of the same order (factor 1.5).
In Figure 6b is given the transition temperature Ttr and the volume jump ∆Vtr of the crystalline transition β → α at low temperature
70 < T < 200K as function of P, data from ref. [27]. As predicted by rel.5, Ttr and ∆Vtr vary linearly with P at low pressure. ∆Vtr
extrapolates to 0 at P* and Ttr extrapolates to 0 K for the negative pressure - P*.
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Lead

Figure 7: Relative resistivity R/R0 and volume V/V0 of Lead as function of pressure and temperature.
a,b) isotherms and isobars resistivity, data from Eiling and Schilling (Figure 5 of ref. [37]). c)
Isotherm R/R0 versus P at 300 K, data from Bridgman [1] and recalibrated by Eiling et al see text.
d) isotherm V/V0 versus P at 300 K reported by Romain et al at (from Fig.1 of ref. [39]). In c) and
d) lines are the fit of the m-VW EOS, the characteristic parameters P* V* and R*/R0 are given
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One gives in Figures 7a,b the relative resistivity isotherms at 3 temperatures and isobars at 4 pressures, data from Eiling and
Schilling [37]. From these data one concludes that the FST-Is is observed (Figure a), the characteristic pressure is P*=10 GPa, not
far from the value P*=7.5 GPa deduced from the data of Bridgman (FST-Is given in Figure 2b). The FST-Is in the high (273-373
K) and low (100-300 K) temperature domains and for low pressure (P<P*) lead to the same characteristic pressure P* , see Figure
2b and Figure 7a.
In Figure 5 of their paper Eiling et al. reported the isobars R(T) for 0<P<4 GPa in the domain of temperature 40-300 K. All Isobars
for P<P* are linear functions of T and no change of behavior is observed at the Debye temperature 89 K. In Fig.7b their R(T) values
are given for only 5 temperatures, the convergence to point is T*=25 K and r*~ 0. Aleksandrov et al [38] observed same linear
isobar at P=0 with the same extrapolated temperature T*, see Figure 1a.
In Figure 7c one compares the resistivity of Pb at 300 K measured by Bridgman and Eiling et al, the data come from Figure 2 of
reference [37]. The difference between these two curves could be due to the calibration of the pressure; Eiling et al used the various
crystalline phases transitions of Bi and Tl to calibrate the pressure between 2.5 and 7.3 GPa. The m-VW EOS fits lead to somewhat
different characteristic parameters P* and R*/R0 given in the Figure.
In Figure 7d one gives the relative volume at 300 K versus P, plain circles are the experimental points determined by shock wave
experiments, see Figure 1 of reference [39]. The fit with the m-VW EOS leads to the characteristic parameters P*=25 GPa and V*/
V0 = 0.52 about 3-5 times the values deduced from the FST-Is (Eiling et al: P*=5.8 GPa and V*/V0 = 0.11). This difference between
the values determined in a T and P domain (EOS fit and FST-Is) and those determined at one temperature and at high pressure
should not be astonishing. The determination of the volume by wave propagation rests on various assumptions, see ref. [40] ,
the comparison of the experimental curves V(P) determined by the various methods has never be discussed to the best of our
knowledge.

Iron
In Figure 6 of ref. [17] one has shown that the characteristic pressures, P*, PTm , PB, PG, deduced from the m-VW EOS , the
P variations of the melting temperature Tm , the bulk and shear moduli (B, G), are not different, 60 to 68 GPa. The Bridgman
isotherms R(P) at 0 and 100°C at low pressure (P<2 GPa) are reported in the inset of Figure 2a. In the figure it is shown that the
linear extrapolation of these two isotherms (FST) in the high pressure domain converge at P*= 40 GPa not far from the P* EOS
value. This author has not studied this metal at low temperature. Isobars R(T) at P=0 from 2 to 300 K have been reported by several
authors. In Figure 1c the data at two pressures are given: triangles, data at P=0 from the Meaden review, full circle data at 25 GPa
of Shimizu et al [41]. Only the data of these authors at different T, per step 25 °K, are given. In Fig. 1d the data of these authors are
given as function of P for 4 temperatures, the FST to the isotherms R(P) is clearly observed. From the isobars and isotherms of Fe
given in Figures 1c and Figure 2a one concludes that:
a) Between 100 and 300 K the two isobars R(T) at 0 and 25 GPa are linear function of T, which converge to the point (T*=50 K,
R*/R0 ~ 0.05).
b) At low temperature below the temperature T*0 ~ 100 K the resistivity scales according to the empirical relation R ~ Tn where n
is about 3.2 very different from the exponent 5 predicted by the (Umklapps) theoretical model, such departures from this law is
usually observed [12].
c) There is a very good agreement between the R-T-P data of Bridgman at high temperature (0 < T < 100 °C) and those of Meaden
and Shimizu at low temperature (-200 < T < 0 °C); the FST to the isotherms R(P) (Figure 1d and Figure 2a) have same convergent
point (P*, R*/R0). The pressure P* deduced from the R-T-P and V-T-P data (m-VW EOS (rel.1) are very similar, 60 to 68 GPa.
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These properties confirm the R ~ V conjecture.

Tin
Babe [41] has shown that the melting temperature Tm(P) of Tin varies linearly with P at low pressure (P<9 GPa), from his data and
rel.4a one deduces the characteristic pressure PTm=16 GPa. From the various EOS used by different authors, see ref. [42], the bulk
modulus and its derivative at P=0 are B0 =50 to 56 GPa and B’0 =4.8 to 5 then the characteristic pressure of the m-VWEOS (rel.2)
is P*(V) = 18 ± 1 GPa. The universal relation P*(V) = PTm of alkali and transition metals, see table 1 of ref. [17, is verified with a
great accuracy.
Zu et al [43] have measured the resistivity of Sn (and Sn-Sb alloys) between 100 and 1100 °C. The resistivity RS and RL of Sn (Tm
=240 °C, Θ =200 K) in the crystalline and liquid states are linear function of T. The temperature coefficients of resistance (or
resistivity) and volume at P=0 deduced in both domains are reported in table 4. Also are given the relative jumps ∆Vm/Vs and
∆Rm/Rs at the melting temperature under atmospheric pressure. From this Table one concludes that the V~ R conjecture is not
perfectly verified: a) the temperature coefficients αl (V) and αl (R) are of the same order (factor 2). b) the relative jumps ∆Vm/VL and
∆Rm/Rs are also of the same order (factor 5). However one notes that the coefficients αs(R) is higher than αs(V) (factor 10), this is
very surprising. It is obvious that such relation between the temperature coefficients α must be studied in the same sample (purity)
using the same experimental methodology (same thermal history, same isotropy and dimensions of the crystalline domains in the
solid state). In the following one will verify that in Sn mono-crystals for 0<T<90°C the P*(R) and P*(V) values are very similar.
PTm
(GPa)
16
rel.2

P*(V)
(GPa)
18
rel.1

P*(R)
(GPa)
12
Rel.1

αl (V)
(10-3K-1)
0.1
a)

αs(V)
(10-3K-1)
0.06
b)

αl (R)
(10-3K-1)
0.44
c)

αs(R)
(10-3K-1)
5 4.6
c) d)

∆Vm/VS

∆Rm/RS

0.2
e)

1
c)

a) Bar’yakhtar et al [44] , b) Lide [45] , c) Zu et al 43] , d) Bridgman [3] , e) ref. [46]
Table 4: Temperature coefficients (αl , αs ) of the volume (V) and resistivity (R) of Sn
in the solid and liquid states. ∆Vm/Vs and ∆Rm/Rs are the relative jumps of volume
and resistivity at the melting temperature under ambient pressure

Gold, Copper
Gold
In figures 8a the temperature variations ( 0 < T < 2000 K) of Vs and Rs of solid Au (fcc) at ambient pressure are given, in figures 8b,c
Vs and Rs are compared to VL and RL. Experimental V data come from Kaptay, figure 2 of ref. (19). R data come from Matula table
5 of ref.(10) and from Berrada et al (figure 2 of ref [47]. Kaptay showed that the T-dependence of the molar volume of crystalline
and liquid Au (in cm3/mol) at ambient pressure are given by the rel.2 and 7:
Vs = V* + 7.028×10-5 T1.27
VL = V* + 8.58×10-4 T

; V*= 10.113
; V*= 10.15

T < 1337 K 		
T > 1337 K

(7a)
(7b)

It is important to remark that the extrapolated volumes VS and VL at T=0 in both temperature domains (figure 8b) is the
characteristic parameter V* of the m-VW relation. This characteristic volume can be found by various methods: the FST to the
isotherms to the V(P) curves and by the fit of the V(P) curves with the EOS rel.1b
The resistivity data (µΩ−cm) of Matula (see table IV of ref.(10) and Berrada et al, see at ambient pressure follow similar relations:
		 Rs = 0.07 + 16×10-4 T1.27 ; RL = 0.022 T ; C* > 0.999			
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Figure 8: Variation of the volume and resistivity of gold at ambient pressure versus temperature. The data
come from Kaptay and Matula, see text. a) crystalline state: fit curves V (rel.7a) and R (rel.7c). b) and c)
same fit curves extrapolated above and below the melting temperature. The linear V and R curves of the
liquid state can be superposed (double arrow) with the corresponding fit curves of the solid state, lines 1.

In figure 8c the data of these authors are fitted with these relations. One concludes that the ratios of the thermal components v =
V-V* and r = R-R* of the solid and liquid states are of the same order at any temperature:
vL / rL = 0.03 ; rL / rS = 0.04 ; ( V cm3/mol , R µΩ−cm)
vL / vs = 1.75 ; rL / rs = 2.2
(at Tm) 			

(8a)
(8b)

The correlation factors C* are excellent, the residual resistivity R*(T=0) = 0.07 can be neglected. Finally it must be noted that the
characteristic pressures P* deduced from the fit of the V(T,P) and R(T,P) data with the EOS rel.1a,b are of the same order, see ref.
[48,49].

Copper
The variation of the volume deduced from Kaptay work, Table 3 of ref. (19), is given by the relation: Vs =7.04 + 3159 Tn cm3/mol,
n =1.355. R(T) data of Matula (table 2 of ref.(10) can be put on the same form : RS = 5.95 Tn µΩ−cm, n =1.355. The correlation
factors of both fits are better than 0.997. From the data of these authors above and below Tm one deduces the ratios of the thermal
components v = V-V* and r = R-R* of the solid and liquid states at Tm:
vL / vs = 1.74 ; rL / rs =2.07 at 1358 K
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In conclusion the R ~ V conjecture is perfectly verified in Au and Cu.

Phosphorus
The relative resistivity R/R0 of black Phosphorus in the solid state (0 <T<100°C and 0<P<1.2 GPa) is given in Figure 9, the data
come from Table XVII of the Bridgman review [1]. Plain lines are the fit with the m-VW EOS with the same characteristic values,
P* = 0.4 GPa and r*= R*/R0 ∼ 0. At low pressure the FST-Is is observed and the convergence point of the tangents at P=0 is P*=0.4
GPa and r*=0.02 in total agreement with the EOS fit value. At 0°C the α – β transition is observed at P = 0.6 GPa, and the two
different parts of the isotherm curve are fitted by the same EOS with only a different initial V0 values. In the Bridgman classification
black P is a “normal” metal, the resistivity decreases when P increases. But unlike most of the CM materials phosphorus has a
abnormal behavior at low pressure, P<0.8 GPa; the resistivity decreases with increasing temperature then if the R ~ V conjecture
is verified, V should decrease with P. This is unphysical excepted if a phase transition with a negative volume jump exists in the
domain of measurements (typical example of water).

Figure 9: Relative resistivity of black Phosphorus versus pressure and temperature, data from Bridgman [1]. a) Heavy
lines are the mVW-EOS fits with P* = 0.4 GPa and R*/R0 =-0.1. The tangents (FST-Is: dashed lines) to the experimental
isotherms at P = 0 form a fan structure with the convergent point at P*. The isotherm at 0 °C present a discontinuity at
the α-β crystalline transition, Pα−β ~ 0.6 GPa. b) isobars: data from Figure (a) lines are linear regressions

Clark [50] and Monaco et al [51] had described the complex (metastable) phase diagram of white and black Phosphorus. The important
point to note is that in the T and P domain studied by Bridgman the transition orthorhombic to rhombohedric structure is observed.
According to Monaco et al the transition temperature Ttr between these two structures of black Phosphorous decreases with P, the
slope of the transition curve dP/dTtr is negative about -6 to -10 MPa K-1. The slope (dP/dT)R at constant resistivity deduced from figure
9a is negative about - 4 MPaK-1. One concludes that the conjectures of Bridgman and Slater rel. 1b and 4e are verified

dP dT )V (=
dP dT ) R
(=
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Crystalline and Amorphous Alloys
Stainless steels
One finds in the reviews of Ho et al [52] and Desai et al [53] the V-T and R-T properties of 9 stainless steels sheets AISI at ambient
pressure. In most of these crystalline alloys the resistivity ρ and the linear thermal expansion ∆L/L0 is linear with T between 50 K
and 600 K. Above 600 K up to the melting temperature the curves present some curvature toward the T axis, this would be due to
the development of a austenite structure on heating. In AISI 410 and 430 the linear variation of ρ(T) and ∆L/L0(T) are observed up
to 1000 and 900 K. At 300 K the temperature coefficients at constant P of these two alloys are:

1 ∆V
1 ∆L
1 ∆ρ
≈3
=3.6 10−5 K −1 ; α ( R ) =
=1.4 10−3 K −1
V0 ∆T
L0 ∆T
ρ0 ∆T

α (V ) =

(10)

The V ~ R conjecture is observed, the ratio α(R) / α(V) = 30 is constant between 200 and 800 K its value is between the Na and
Pb values (24 and 49, see table 4) . It must be noted that the formation of stainless sheets of steels (by compression, drawing, melt
spinning…) can produce some orientation of crystalline structure in the sheet, the αV value deduced from the thermal linear expansion is then very crude.

Amorphous metallic alloys

Figure 10: Glassy metallic alloy (Fe40Ni60B20) annealed during different times (t) at different
temperatures below Tg. KL and KR are the slopes of the expansion L and resistance R
curves versus the logarithm of the aging time at constant temperature, KL=∆L/L0(ln t) and
KR =∆R/R0(ln t) data are deduced from the work of Valanathan, [56]

Allias et al [54] had measured at different temperatures the electrical resistivity of three series of alloys in form of ribbons (Fe-BSi, Fe-Ni-Mo-B, Fe-Cr-B) of different thickness prepared by melt spinning. The relative resistivity variation ∆ρ/ρ0 varies linearly
with T between 293 K to 345 K , the slope of each series decrease when the thickness decreases. This is what is expected if the R
~ V conjecture is verified. Also Kelton et al [55] had studied the effect of densification on the resistivity behavior of various other
metallic glasses. In annealed samples they noted the very similar kinetics of resistivity and viscosity relaxations. To our knowledge
only Valanathan [56] has compared the volume and resistivity of a metallic glass (Fe40Ni60B20) as function of temperature and annealed time at ambient pressure. The relative dimension ∆L/L0 and resistivity ∆R/R0 vary linearly with the logarithm of aging time
at constant T between 530 K and 620 K (see figure 4.3 and figure 4.4 of ref. [56]). The slopes KL= d∆L/L0)/dln(t) and KR= d∆R/
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R0)/dln(t) are reported versus T in figure 10. A discontinuity is observed at 530 K, whose origin is unknown. Below and above this
temperature these slopes are constant. One recalls that in aged isotropic and oriented amorphous polymers [18,31] the slope KV
is also a constant independent on the aging temperature. Noting that ∆V/V0 = 3∆L/L0 one concludes that KR ~ 6 KV. These similar
aging properties (volume, viscosity, resistivity) of the amorphous metallic alloys is a consequence of the R ~ V conjecture (m-VW
EOS) and of the VFT law (rel.6).

Supraconductors with Quasi-1D and -2D structure
Various alloys and organic conductors of these types have been studied, the interest of these alloys is that the structure is somewhat
intermediary between the 3D-crystalline structure and the amorphous structure. One gives here four examples:
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Figure 11: Conductivity σ(P) and resistivity ρ(Τ) of the k-Cl organic salt, data deduced
from Fig.2 of Limelette et al [52] . Plain lines are linear regression. a) FST-Is in the domain
400<P<800 bar and 13<T (K)<30 b) FST-Ib in the Fermi-liquid domain, T <30 K. c) FSTIb in the Bad-metal domain, T >30 K. In b) and c) isobars at 500, 600, 700 and 800 bar

κ-Cl salt. Limelette et al [57] have studied the conductivity σ of a layered charge-transfer salt κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(N(CN)2)Cl which
displays a complex phase diagram T(P), the superconducting phase is observed below 300 bar and 25 K. Four transport regimes
have been identified. The Bad-metal and the Fermi-liquid regimes are separated by the transition line Tmet (K) =18+0.4 Pmet
(bar) in the domain 300<P<800 bar. Above 400 bar in the Fermi-liquid region 10<T<40 K, the conductivity σ vary linearly with
P, see their figure 2. In figure 11a one reports their data σ(P) for 5 temperatures from 13 to 28 K. It is important to note that the 5
isotherms curves present a Fan Structure (FST-Is); the fits of all these data (T<33 K) with the linear relation σ = σ0(1+P/P*) lead to
the characteristic pressure P* = 90 ± 10 bar ; the mean correlation factor Rc been between 0.98 and 0.99. The resistivity is then ρ
=1/σ = ρ * P*/(P + P*) and the R(T,P) EOS rel.1b is verified.
In figure 11b,c one reports the isobars ρ(T), below and above the transition line, Tmet ∼ 30 K, the data ρ(T)=1/σ(P) are deduced
from figure 2 of reference [57]. Each isobar is fitted by a linear regression, the correlation factor Rc of each fit is better that 0.99.
Isobars form a Fan Structure (FST-Ib) in each temperature domain, but the extrapolated convergence points, T* ∼ 3 (T<30 K) and
T* ∼ 20 K (T>30 K), r* ∼ 0, are not well defined. One note that the T* value of the Fermi-liquid region is not far of the Tc of the
superconducting phase.
CeRhIn5 and K2Cr3As3 studied by H. Hegger et al [58] and Bao [59]. These compounds, superconductors below 2 K and 6 K, have
quasi-2-dimensional and quasi-1-dimensional structures. In both alloys a linear temperature dependence of resistivity is observed
in a broad temperature range above the superconducting temperature up to 300 K.
Cuprates, These materials have been studied by various authors, references are found in the recent reviews of Doiron-Leyraud
et al [60] and Legros et al [61]. These last authors have shown that once the superconductivity is suppressed by a magnetic field
the resistivity has a perfect linear T dependence above and below the supra-conductivity temperature, see figure 2b of ref. [61].
The T variations of the volume of these different alloys, submitted or not to a magnetic field, has not been measured by the
authors, obviously one thinks that the volume varies linearly with T as observed in crystalline and glassy materials, then the R ~ V
conjecture would be verified above and below TC in the non-superconducting state (in presence of magnetic field).
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Hydrogen
In figure 17 of reference [17] we have reported the relative volume at 300 K of H2 versus P, data of Anderson et al [62] at low
pressure (T= 4.2 K, 0 <P< 2.5 GPa) and of Jiuxun et al [63] at high pressure (2<P <600 GPa). The Generalized Modified Van der
Walls EOS :

V / V0 =+
a3 a1 / (1 + P / P1* ) + a2 / (1 + P / P2* )

(11)

discussed in ref. [17] applies for materials which present weak inter-molecular and strong intra-molecular interactions as H2
and polymers. V0 is the extrapolated volume at P=0. For H2 the fit with the experimental data with the gm-VW EOS leads to the
characteristic parameters: P1*= O.38 GPa , P2* = 26 GPa , a1 =0.51, a2 =0.32, a3 =0.1 . It has been noted in ref. [17] that in the
low pressure domain, P<15 GPa, the characteristic pressures PC33 =0.3 GPa and PB =0.6 GPa deduced from the P derivative of the
elastic C33 and bulk B moduli are in good agreement with the EOS value P1* . In fig. 12 only the data of Jiuxun at high pressure at
300 K are reported (P >> P1*). The fit with the gm-VW EOS leads to somewhat different characteristic parameters P2* ~ 50 to 75
GPa and V*/V0=0.06. In the figure one verifies that the tangent to the isotherm V(P) cross the horizontal dashed line V*/V0=0.06
at P*= P2* ~ 75 GPa, this is the general property deduced from the m-VW EOS and observed in various materials with one type
of interaction. In solid and liquid CM this pressure is T independent [17], then one expects that this property, consequence of the
FST to the isotherms V(P), is also verified. Weir et al [64] had measured at 20 K the resistivity of H2 and D2 submitted to shock
compression 90<P<180 GPa. In the inset of figure 12 their R data (in linear ρ scale) are reported versus P. Below 120 GPa the
resistivity (Ω-cm) can be approximated by a linear function of P: ρ (Ωcm) = 8.8 - 0.083 P (GPa), which lead to P* ∼ 100 GPa
for ρ* ∼ 0. Above 120 GPa the saturation resistivity ρ* is about 500 µΩ−cm the value of a metallic fluid. This pressure is of the
order of P2* the characteristic pressure deduced from the gm-VW EOS at high pressure, a typical value of liquid metals. From the
comparison of the V(P) and R(P) curves one concludes that the R ~ V conjecture is verified, however it should be necessary to
verify that the temperature behaviors (FST-Is) of volume and resistivity in the liquid and solid states are similar.

Figure 12: Hydrogen: Variation of the relative volume versus pressure in the high pressure domain
at 300 K, data from Jiuxun [63], see Figure 17 of ref. [17]. Heavy line is the m-VW EOS fit with the
characteristic parameters P* ~ 70 GPa and V*/V0=0.06. Insert: resistivity versus pressure at 20 K
in the high pressure domain, data obtained by Weir et al [64] by shock wave measurements. The
two domains above and below P* ~150 GPa are observed. Line is a guide for the eyes
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Single crystals; Zn Sn Bi Sr
The metals re-analyzed above are isotropic (polycrystalline or amorphous). For obvious experimental reasons the measurements
of size and conductivity of single crystals along the different crystallographic axis as function of P and T are extremely difficult. To
our knowledge only Bridgman have reported such resistivity measurements of two “normal” metals (zinc and tin, dR/dP<0) and
two “abnormal” metals (bismuth and strontium, dR/dP>0), see Table XIV of ref. [3].
Sn, Zn. In this Table this author gives the relative resistance of Sn and Zn at 0°C and 95°C in a direction making an angle Φ with
the long axis of the mono-crystals; for Sn Φ= 11° and 74 ° and for Zn Φ= 7° and 90 ° about parallel (//) and perpendicular (⊥) to
the crystal length, the data are reported in Figure 13. According to Knittle [42] these two metals have very similar bulk modulus B
and pressure derivative B’ at ambient temperature and pressure; Sn: B0=50 to 56 GPa B’0=4.8 to 5.5 , Zn: B0=59,8 GPa B’0=4.4. The
characteristic pressure of the mVW-EOS deduced from B and B’ (rel.3) is then of the same order P*~ 18-22 GPa. From Fig.12 one
concludes that:

Figure 13: Relative resistance of Tin and Zinc mono-crystals versus pressure at 0 and 95 °C and along two different directions. Angle
between the direction of measurement and the crystal axis: Zn, 7° (//) and 90° (⊥) and Sn, 11° (//) and 74° (⊥ ). Data from Bridgman,
see text. For each direction the pressure P*at the convergent point of the FST-Is is the characteristic pressure of the mVW-EOS

a) at constant temperature, whatever is the direction, // or ⊥ , R decreases linearly with P in the low pressure domain (P<P*)
b) As most of the polycrystalline metals, Zn and Sn would present the FST-Is of the R(P) and V(P) curves. Then all the tangents
to the two isotherm curves R(P) (// and ⊥) at 0 and 95°C, would converge at the same point (P*, R*/R0). One verifies that for these
two directions the pressure at the convergence point is the same, 10 – 12 GPa (Sn) and 9 GPa (Zn). This pressure is about the
characteristic pressure P* ∼ 18 to 20 GPA deduced from the mVW-EOS (rel.3). This property, P* independent on the direction, is
not astonishing, we have shown previously that the characteristic pressure P* of any element does not depend on the state, liquid
crystalline amorphous, but only its nature.
Bi, Sr. In fig.14a as an example the isotherms R(P) of poly-crystalline Bi, an “abnormal” element (dR/dP>0) are given. The 4
isotherms at 0, 25, 50, 75°C, are deduced from the Bridgman data at low pressure (P<1.2 GPa), figure 23 of ref. [1]. The experimental
data can be fitted by a second order polynomial equation and not by the mVW EOS rel. 1b; the FST-Is is not observed however
the T-P superposition principle is verified. The arrows in the figure are the constant translation ∆P to superpose the isotherms
at 0°C and 25°C and the isotherms at 50°C and 75°C. One verifies that the 4 curves can be accurately superposed by this simple
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Figure 14: Relative resistance of Bismuth as function of pressure. a) poly-crystalline, isotherms
at 4 temperatures. Arrows: translation vector ∆P necessary to superpose two isotherms at T1
and T2 (∆T=25°C). b) mono-crystal, isotherms at 30 and 75°C, measurements in two different
directions at a angle φ with the long axis of the crystal. Data from Bridgman [2]

translation ∆P which decreases linearly with ∆T (then with ∆V), (∆P/∆T)R = - 18 MPaK-1 . In fig.14b the relative resistance of a
mono-crystal of Bi at 30 and 75°C in 2 directions Φ is given as function of P, the Φ angle between this direction and the long axis
of the crystal is 8° (//) and 75° (⊥), the data come from Table XIV of ref. [3]. Plain lines are linear fits, for each direction the 2
isotherms are parallel and the thermal pressures at constant R in the two directions are (dP/dT)R// = -15 MPaK-1 and (dP/dT) R//
= -25 MPaK-1 .
Assuming that the thermal pressure (dP/dT)R of the poly-crystalline sample is (1/3) (dP/dT)R// +(2/3) (dP/dT) R//, one concludes
that (dP/dT)R= -21 MPaK-1 in total agreement with the slope dP/dTm = - 20 MPaK-1 of the melting curve of Bi (rhombohedric
structure) near Tm(P=10 kbar) ∼ 500 K.
Strontium shows the same behavior, see figure 70 of ref. [3], the three isotherms curves R(P) at 0 50 and 100°C can be superposed
by the constant translation ∆P . Τhe thermal pressure is (∆P/∆T)R = - 5.6 MPaK-1, from Table XIV of this reference one deduces
a similar value - 5 MPaK-1. Between 0 and 100 °C Sr presents a crystalline phase transition (fcc → bcc) at Ttr, the slope dP/dTtr is
negative, about - 3 to – 4 MPaK-1. In conclusion Strontium and Bismuth verify the Slatter and the V ∼ R conjectures, rel. 4e with
kTr=1, dP/dTtr = (dP/dT)R.
The thermal pressure at constant resistivity of various elements in liquid and crystalline phases (poly-crystal and mono-crystal)
are compared in Table 5; “normal” conductors (K Na Hg Pb) and “abnormal” conductors (Bi Sr black P). The thermal pressure data
(dP/dT)R comes from the Bridgman works at low temperature, 0<T<200°C. In the last column are given the slopes of the phase
transition curves, Tm(P) Ttr(P), which occurs at low pressure in the T-P domain of the resistivity measurements; for metals and
alkali see Table 2 and Table 3 of ref. [17], for Bi Sr P see the phase diagrams in ref. [65-67].
From this Table ones concludes that:
a) The thermal pressures at constant V and R are of the same order whatever is the state of the element, liquid or solid in different
crystalline states, whatever is the direction of measurement in a single crystal.
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b) Just above the T and P domains of measurement of the thermal pressures the elements (normal and abnormal) presents a first
order phase transition (melting or crystalline transition) the slopes dP/dTm and dP/dTtr of the transition curves and the thermal
pressure (dP/dT)R at constant R have same sign and are of the same order.
State
K
Na
Hg
Pb
Bi
Sr
P

p - cr
p - cr
liq
m-cr - α
m-cr - β
liq
p-cr

(dP/dT)R

(dP/dT)V

MPa/K
2 – 2.8
(0.6)
4.5
(1.4)
7
(4.4)
(5.3)
2.6
(3.8)
22

p - cr
m-cr //
m-cr ⊥

- 16
- 13
- 22

p- cr
p - cr

-5 – 5.6
-3.2

dP/dTm or dP/dTtr
MPa/K
7.5 - 8.6 sol-liq
11

sol-liq

4.5

β→ α

13

sol-liq

- 19

Rh →liq

-7
fcc→ bcc
-6 -10 orth→rhom

Table 5: Thermal pressures (dP/dT)R and (dP/dT)V at constant resistivity and volume of various elements
determined at low temperature, 0<T<100°C, data from the works of Bridgman, ( ) values are from ref. [17]
dP/dTm and dP/dTtr are the slope of the transition curves P(Tm) (melting) and P(Ttr) (crystalline transition)
appearing just above 100 °C, data from ref. [65], see text. p-cr: poly-crystalline, m-cr: mono-crystalline

Conclusion
We have analyzed the correlation between the resistivity and specific volume of most conductor “normal” and “abnormal” materials
in the polycrystalline and monocrystalline states in the amorphous and liquid states. In the solid and liquid states all the materials
follow at constant T the same equation of state m-VW EOS (V ∼ R ∼ 1/(P+P*) and at constant pressure P the same power law V
∼ R ∼ Tn (rel. 2, solid n ∼ 1.27; liquid n = 1). In glassy metals below the glass transition the dependence of R and V with the aging
time follow the same logarithmic law (rel.6). The observed properties deduced from this EOS and the power laws (rel. 2 and 6) are
the following:

The characteristic pressure P*
From the fit of the V(T,P) and R(T,P) data with the m-VW EOS the same characteristic pressure P* is deduced. The relation P*(V)
= P*(R) (figure 2e, Table 2a and Table 4) is valid whatever is the state of the material (melt glass or crystal).

The FST-Is
The tangents to the isotherms V(P) and R(P) of metallic elements at low pressure in the solid and liquid states converge at the same
characteristic pressure P* deduced from the m-VW EOS fit. The P* values deduced from the FST-Is of poly-crystalline and monocrystalline metallic samples are also in excellent agreement with this EOS P* value.
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The characteristic relative resistivity r* and volume v*
The relative resistivity r*=R*/R0 and volume v*=V*/V0 deduced from m-VW EOS are compared in Table 2b. The volume V* and
the resistivity R* extrapolated at 0 K are deduced from the power laws above and below Tm. By extrapolation of the data above
the residual resistivity domain T > T0*∼ 40 K and Tm one finds that r* is negligible (r* ∼ v*/10) and that the ratios of the thermal
components v = V-V* and r = R-R* of the solid and liquid states of transition metals are of the same order at any temperature, vL
/ vs ∼ rL / rs ∼ 2 (Table 1b).

The superposition principle
The isotherm curves V(P) and R(P) of all the metallic elements (“normal” and “abnormal”) verify this principle. The thermal
pressures (dP/dT)V and (dP/dT)R (Tables 3 and Table 5) are of the same order and P and T independent whatever is the state of the
element, liquid or solid. In single crystal of Bi it has been shown that these thermal pressures are independent on the direction of
measurement and of the order of that of the bulk sample.

The Slater and Bridgman conjectures
Elements which present a melting or a crystalline transition near the domain of resistivity measurements verify relations 4e-4f
between the thermal pressures (dP/dT)R and the slope dP/dTtr or dP/dTm of the transition curve. From Table 5 one concludes
that the Slater parameter, ktr = (dP/dT)R / (dP/dTtr), of elements with a positive slope (K, Na, Hg) and with a negative slope (Bi, Sr,
P) is of the order ktr = 1 to 3 as predicted by the Slater and Bridgman conjectures, rel.4e,f.

The volume and resistivity jumps at the melting transition
The jumps ∆Vtr and ∆Rtr at the melting and crystalline transitions are linear functions of the pressure (P<P*) and extrapolate to
zero at P*. Rel. 5 deduced from the m-VW EOS is verified.

Open Questions
This comparison between volume and resistivity properties based on the m-VW EOS and the scaling laws leads to new questions:
a) The isobars R(T) and V(T) are linear functions of T, the FST-Ib is observed at high and low temperature above T*0 . No change
of behavior is observed at the Debye temperature. The resistivity of transition metals in the normal (non superconducting) state
extrapolates to zero near the characteristic temperature T* (20 to 75 K), well above the supra-conductivity temperature Tc . Linear
relation R(T) and same orders of temperature T* are also observed in metals of the platinum group (Pd, Ir, Rh, Os, Ru) [1]. Liquid
Hg, and black phosphorus have completely different (extrapolated) temperatures T* ; -150 K (Hg), and +420 K (b-P). What is the
real physical meaning of this characteristic temperature?
b) The ratio α(R) / α(V) of the temperature coefficients of R and V (Table 1) increases with P* thus with the bulk modulus, see ref.
[17]. The relation α(R) / α(V) = k P* is observed, the constants k is 8.6 GPa-1 (alkali) and 2.5 GPa-1 (transition metals). What is the
influence of the electronic configuration of the elements on this parameter?
c) At low temperature, T < T*0 (see fg.1c), the resistivity at low pressure (residual resistivity) can be fitted with a power law R ~
Tn but it is well known that at low temperature the experimental data are dependent on the impurity (content and nature) and
on the thermal history of the sample (temperature of cycling and annealing, aging time…). To verify the R ~ V conjecture at low
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temperature it is necessary to measure the T and P variations of the volume and resistivity accurately on the same sample having
same thermal history.
d) According to Bridgman and other few authors the resistivity of alkali metals decrease with P at low pressure and then increases
with P at high pressure, P >> P*, the R ~ V conjecture is no longer valid above P*. According to the very rare experiments the
minimum of the R(P) curve occurs at Pmin (2 GPa for Na and K) above or near P*, but how to predict this minimum (Rmin, Pmin)
as function of the nature of the material ? Is this minimum weakly dependent on T as suggested by Bridgman?
e) As noted by Kraut et al [27], the melting temperature Tm of simple elements and minerals tends to level of at high pressure and
in some materials the melting curves Tm(P) present a maximum (examples Na, K, Cs, Ba, ref.[7]). The pressure at the maximum of
Tm in Na and K is of the order of the characteristic pressure P*, is it a general empirical rule?
f) The experiments of Bridgman show that in single crystals the resistivity ρ increases linearly with the distances dx between the
reticular planes perpendicular to the electric field. Is ρ along the a and c axis of a metal with a hexagonal structure have the same
extrapolated value in different experimental conditions, if the distances da (T1,P1) and dc (T2,P2) are equal?
g) In any material submitted to a uni-axial or bi-axial pressure (drawing or compressive) the deformation λ(P)=dL/L0 is a complex
function of P T and time (or deformation rate). Can the static and dynamic processes of deformation of metallic materials be
studied by resistivity measurements? By measuring the resistivity parallel and perpendicular to the drawing direction is it possible
predict the yield stress the rupture stress and the Poisson coefficient, if the L ~ R conjecture is observed?
Conclusively this review pays tribute to P. W. Bridgman who found out, one century ago, the similarity between the T and P
variations of volume and resistivity in a great number of materials. His first researches and then those of many authors afterward
verify the prediction of the m-VW EOS and lead to new important questions of fundamental and applied interest.
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